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The unique 1-0-1 program de-
rives its title from two sources.
The school year '65-'66 was the
101st in the history of the Univers-
ity; also the students enrolled in the
1-0-1 program attend school for one
semester during the summer (1), re-
pturn home or to jobs during the Fall
(0), and attend the university the
following spring semester (I).
The program was initially de-
signed to give a greater number of
students an opportunity to attend
the university. It also allowed fuller
utilization of dormitory facilities. Al-
though these basic objectives were
President returns
nifter month in Asia
by Martha Libby
A tired President Young slipped
quietly back to his university office
Monday, after completing a 24-day
consulting mission to 6 Southeast
Asian ministries of education.
A veteran advisor in economics
and education, Young was asked by
he U.S. State Department to lend
an advisory hand to a Southeast
Asian plan to develop an extensive
program of regional education. The
first American sent to Southeast
Asia in this capacity, Young met
with representatives from Thailand,
Malasia, Laos, the Philippines,
Singapore. and South Vietnam.
THE FORMATION of such a
program in the highly illiterate,
economically underdeveloped coun-
tries of Southeast Asia is an "at-
tempt at pooling resources," Young
told the Campus, "Instead of try-
ing to do everything in every coun-
try, their hope is to develop region-
al centers of education."
Young explained that owing to
the formidable costs of building and
maintaining an engineering or med-
ical school, for example, it would be
impossible for many of these coun-
tires to make such training available
unless they were to combine forces.
He said that part of his job was to
"help them find money and founda-
tions which can help them."
During his tour, Young also
talked with leading educators about
the organizational problems of
staffing, financing, coordinating, and
maintaining the program. "I had to
get them to talk, to plan, and to
keep moving," Young said.
IT WAS KIND of a "dishwash-
ing mission," he continued, "helping
them clean up the kitchen before
they really begin to cook."
Accompanied by his wife, Phyllis,
Young said that he spent about five
hours a day at the discussion table
and about three hours flying from
one place to another.
Although specific plans are con-
fidential at this point, Young said
that the Southeast Asians should
(Continued on Page Eleven)
crash program shattered
1-0-1 system abolished
he maine
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Course evaluations
readied for press
by Linda Carr
U-M students have taken the first
steps in the direction of Harvard's
extensive course-review catalogue,
with the publication of a 20-page
booklet evaluating 35 courses. In
three weeks this survey will be dis-
tributed free to all students.
The results of a questionnaire
sent out last spring were tabulated
this fall by the Senate's Course
Evaluation Committee. "Returns of
The University, like the State of Maine, is often criticized forestablishing certain traditions almost overnight and continuingthem longer than is necessary. This may be true of many programslaunched here in recent years. Not so, however, with one new pro-gram which was effected during the 1965 summer session, andwill be discontinued next summer. The 1-0-1 program is no more.
hence, the withdrawal of the pro-
gram.
The increase of freshmen in the
fall of 1965 and 66 was the result of
a university and legislative "crash
program." The 1-0-1 program was
among several provisions made to
handle the increased enrollment,
necessitated by a larger volume of
admissions applications.
Maine's Class of 1970 has brought
a new peak enrollment and has
created a critical dormitory situa-
tion. Triple and double occupancy of
former doubles and singles has only
brought more headaches and dis-
satisfied students to the Housingsound, overtaken by certain events; Office.
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the Detroit sound
At a meeting of a committee for
student housing last May, it became
apparent that the program is per-
petuating already overcrowded con-
ditions. There is a major problem of
obtaining mid-year room assign-
ments for the incoming 1-0-1 fresh-
men.
From a student's point of view
the program is undesirable. The
1-0-ler finds that summer session is
very different from spring semester.
There are more extracurricular
activities and more students to di-
vert him from his studies. Among
regular freshmen; there is an ele-
ment of resentment of his intrusion.
The work load is heavier and dormi-
tory life is more hectic.
Action was taken early this fall
to discontinue the (-0-1 program.
The program will not be resumed
until such time as sufficient housing
is available to relieve overcrowding
in dorms.
more
The sheer multitude of the Detroit Symphony provedtoo much for a tabloid format, so an inventive photographyeditor rose to the occasion. The massive membership of theorchestra will appear (together) next Monday to open thisyear's concert series. (See story on page four.)
this first outside-of-class survey of
recommended courses were encour-
agingly good, as they proved that
the students are interested in having
a guide to choosing interesting and
beneficial courses. However, the
results were widely scattered among
courses. Of over 1,000 question-
naires returned, the most received
for any one course was only 54,"
said Paula Clough, chairman of the
committee.
General information and evalua-
tion of the courses that received
recommendation are included in
this booklet. Also included are many
of the comments made by the stu-
dents on the questionnaires. The
Senate hopes that the evaluations
will help advise students which
courses have been interesting and
"intellectually stimulating" to their
peers.
Last spring's questionnaires were
compiled by the Senate committee
along with the help of Arthur Kap-
lan, head of the department of psy-
chology. We need more specific
questions about class 'atmosphere'
and professor attitudes," Miss
Clough reported. "Can objective
questions get at such intangibles?
How do we avoid making this sim-
ply an evaluation of professors and
concentrate primarily on the
course? We would appreciate sug-
gestions."
The idea of an evaluation of
courses has been tried before on
campus, but failed due to lack of
student interest. "This first publica-
tion will give the students an idea
of just what can be done with more
support and cooperation," she said.
The next course evaluation ques-
tionnaire will be distributed in De-
cember and will be more critical; it
will consider both the good and bad
qualities of courses. Also, students
will be evaluating courses that they
are now enrolled in, not just ones
they recommend.
Around 200 courses will be picked
by the committee to be evaluated in
December. "It is impossible at this
time to evaluate an courses because
over 900 are offered here," said Miss
Clough.
A week in December will be set
aside as "Course Evaluation Week."
Selected courses will be evaluated
in the individual classrooms, in
hopes that the students will have the
mechanics of the course fresh in
their minds. This procedure should
insure nearly 100% response, so
that the final evaluation will be as
accurate as possible.
Trends and prejudice
discussed by faculty
Ten minutes of class time per
semester were unanimously donated
for student course evaluation by the
Faculty Council Monday afternoon.
The council, at its first meeting of
the academic year, endorsed this
Student Senate proposal.
The council stressed that their
approval is in the form of an en-
dorsement, and by no means makes
the proposyition mandatory for in-
structors. The members stressed that
the council does not have the right
to tell instructors that they must
have classes the day before vacation,
that they must give three prelims
per semester, or that they must give
up ten minutes of their class time
for course evaluation.
James Turner, chairman of the
Course Evaluation Committee, clari-
fied that the Senate wanted only this
endorsement of the council. "We feel
that endorsement of this body will
be enough to get complete faculty
cooperation," he stated.
precedent set
The elected members of the coun-
cil set a precedent at this first meet-
ing. They voted to allow a member
of the United Fund to come before
the elected members and present an
appeal for voluntary payroll deduc-
tions from faculty salaries.
The council held a lengthy discus-
sion on future enrollment increases
at the university question what part
the faculty would play in planning
for an additional 1.000 students per
year.
Miss Edith Wilson, Assistant to
the President for Institutional Re-
search, explained that her office uses
trends, such as high school enroll-
ment figures, percentage of ninth
grade graduates, and birth rates, to
approximate the number of students
that will enroll in the university in
the coming year.
enrollment up
Miss Wilson noted that this year's
enrollment was up; but not by as
much as her office anticipated. They
had worked out the university's bud-
get for 7,700 students, while actual
enrollment came to 7,481. Accord-
ing to this trend, she stated the en-
rollment increase in the next two
years would be closer to 800, rather
than 1000, students per year.
A member of the council asked
why the university's future enroll-
ment figures are dropping. " I would
like to see Maine built into a great
university—why don't we accept
1500 rather than only 800. We
turned away thousands of students
who wanted to attend this year."
George Crosby, university regis-
trar, evplained that it was a matter
of feeding and housing. "Even with
new dormitory and commons con-
struction, there is a time lag invol-
ved. We are overcrowded now and
by the time the new dorms are built,
it will not alleviate the situation,
even with an increase of 800 rather
than 1.000 students.
planning and tramming
Stan Wentzell, president of the
Student Senate and a voting member
of the council, added, "When we
talk about planning and cramming
certain numbers of bodies into a
room, student opinion is extremely
(Continued on Pare Seven) 1
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campus interview
Freshmen are in accord:
the way to go is Greek
by Naneee Taneredi
The freshmen on campus have
yet to be formally introduced to
Greek life at Maine. They do, how-
ever, have some preconceived ideas
on fraternities and sororities. Some
of the ideas are formed from what
they have seen from the Greeks at
other schools. Many of their ideas
lean to the idyllic and several are
impressions gained from a high
school view of college.
When asked the general question,
What do you think of fraterni-
ties and sororities?", most of the
fro who were interviewed agreed
that they were "good. especially for
boys." The main reason for approval
among the males was that the social
life was better in a fraternity. The
boys also felt that fraternity mem-
bers had more prestige than non-
Greeks. None seemed to have any
definite ideas on the academic stand-
ing of fraternity members.
One predominant idea was that
by joining a fraternity or sorority
one would meet his "best friends".
A male frosh commented that by
joining a fraternity a boy could
make "lasting, dependable friend-
ships." A girl thought that "brother-
hood developed loyalty." Another
girl thought that by being in a soror-
ity one would "make more friends."
The idea of "Hell Week" was ac-
cepted by most of those interviewed
because it is tradition. One girl said,
weatherbee•
Weatherbee's young race-about . . . imported
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Your charge account is always welcome
BEN SKLAR, inc.
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OLD TOWN
"Hell week is good because it means
more to be a brother after going
through that." Another girl thought
that "hell week seemed like fun."
She qualified her statement by say-
ing that she "had only seen a part
of it." The boys thought that hell
week was good, better than a clean-
up or fix-up type week. They also
thought that after going through
Hell Week a boy would feel closer
to his brothers after they had all
gone through "hell."
There were only a few dissenters
who thought that fraternities and
sororities were unimportant to col-
lege life. One girl thought that a
fraternity was important, but soror-
ity was not.
The main complaint about Maine
fraternities was "it's horrible that
each fraternity has its own table in
the Den. Being a freshman you don't
know that some tables are reserved
and you get dirty looks if you hap-
pen to sit at the wrong table."
notice
Tryouts for the season's second
Maine Masque production, Jour-
ney's End, will be held in the Green
Room of Hauck Auditorium on
Wednesday, October 19, Thursday,
October 20, and Friday. October 21
at 4 p.m. Those interested please
enter through the south stage door.
VFMS
fratman
Orono, Maine, October 13, 1966
'Tis the season when emblemed jackets
and studded pins capture the covetous
gaze of freshmen. While coeds of the
Class of '70 swap sage tales of "fret par-
ties," guys must garner what impressions
they can from shop-talk in the Den. See
story for a sampling of freshman fraterni-
ty opinion before rush and the moment of
truth.
Textbook, tourist traps,
stir Summer Session
by Louise E. Tapley
Think summer! The bright poster
which proclaims this message is not
out of place—even for October. In
the office of Frank Myers, Assist-
ant Director of Summer Session, it
may serve as a reminder that plans
for Summer Session, 1967, must be
finalized before January. For the
student who is already worrying
about his January point average, the
message can convey a wealth of
hope and encouragement. The sum-
mer session has proved to be bene-
ficial in improving grades in large
part because students carry a limit-
ed number of credit hours.
The thought of having those "lazy
days of summer" become hours of
classes and studies may turn off
most students. By the time that
finals are over in May, thoughts
turn to beaches and lucrative sum-
mer jobs. Many students are ung
aware of the objectives and benefits
of the summer session.
(Continued on Page Six)
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running for representative 
Page Three
Candidates stress experience, independence
by Mary Jo Takach
As rich as thousands of acres of
prune timber and rivers of electric
power and as poor as ten people liv-
ing in a one room tin shack—this is
northeastern Maine, United States
Second Congressional District.
For the past two years the area
has been represented in Washington
by a Democrat, William D. Hatha-
way of Auburn. He is now being
challenged by Republican candidate
Penobscot County Attorney Howard
M. Foley.
IT'S WHO YOU KNOW
When Representative Hathaway
was asked what he considered the
major issue of the campaign he ad-
mitted, "My experience, association,
and connections in Washington.
Face it, like any other big business
it is who you know as well as what
you know. I've spent two years earn-
ing connections for the state and po-
sitions on committees for myself. Mr.
Foley would have to start all over."
Asked the same question, Foley
felt that Hathaway's two-year so-
journ was also the issue, but for dif-
ferent reasons. "Mr. Hathaway's
voting record shows a 98% agree-
ment with LBJ. Maine is a unique
state and we need independent rep-
resentation. The President's policies
are not alwaye beneficial to Maine
people."
Education was another issue. Foley
has called for a program of income
tax deductions for college tuition
expenses.
SOME INCENTIVE OFFERED
"It is part of the American heri-
tage that we try to do more for our
children in each succeeding genera-
tion," Foley said. He pointed out
that today a college education can
Cost as much as $12,000 and gradu-
ate work, upon wh;ch so much im-
portance is being placed today, can
cost up to $4,000 a year. "How
many Maine citizens," he went on,
"can afford this without mortgaging
the house or going heavily into debt?
I feel we should give them some in-
centive or reward for this expendi-
ture."
The candidate pointed out that
college, or some form of higher edu-
cation is virtually a necessity today
for many occupations. "I think it is
only fair that we allow some tax de-
ductions for the money our citizens
are spending to educate their chil-
dren."
Foley also said he would like to
see the requirements for federal aid
changed. Unity Institute and John
F. Kennedy Institute in Fort Kent
cannot receive federal aid only be-
cause they are institutes and not col-
leges.
MORE DIRECT METHODS
Hathaway advocates more direct
methods of federal aid to education.
At present he is on the committee
which makes appropriations for the
National Defense and Education
Loans. When questioned about the
university's cut in NDEA loan funds,
he stated that a cut was impossible
since the allotment had not even
cleared the committee. He seemed
assured that larger, not smaller, loans
were on the way.
"The administration wants to cut
back spending," he explained, "but
not in essential areas." He went on
to say that the Democrats in Wash-
ington had a long-range plan that
would eventually allow a free higher
education to every student who is
capable of one.
The development of Maine's re-
sources, especially the Dickey-Lin-
coln power project is high on the
list of controversial campaign topics.
New England consumers pay 28%
more for electric power than the
national average. In 1962, manufac-
tures in New England paid 66%
more per unit for electricity than
the national average. This is one
reason why new industries are reluc-
tant to locate in the area.
Hathaway has given his support to
the project throughout his legisla-
tive career and has won the backing
of most of the freshman representa-
tives. He hopes to see the state re-
ceive the finalizing funds before the
end of the year.
Foley pointed out, however, that
Democratic members of Congress
have voted against the project con-
Anyone can
GOOF'
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stantly, particularly fourteen Demo-
cratic Congressmen from New Eng-
land.
"As Republicans," Foley noted,
"we all oppose having the federal
government arbitrarily take over
functions which state governments
and private business can do better.
But in a project of this size the
presence of the federal government is
almost a necessity. As tax dollars
from Maine helped built the TVA,
the tax dollars from other sections of
the country can be used to build a
hydroelectric project to benefit
Maine and New England."
BIOGRAPHY
William Dodd Hathaway was
born in 1924 in Massachusetts and
was educated in Boston schools. He
served with the Army Air Force in
World War II, spending three
months in a Roumanian prisoner-of-
war camp. In 1949, he graduated
from Harvard College and in 1933,
from its Law School. That same
year he began law practice in Lewis-
ton, Maine. He became assistant dis-
trict attorney of Androscoggin Coun-
ty, 1955-57; hearing examiner for
the State Liquor Commission, 1957-
61, and a member of The American,
State, and County Bar Associations.
In 1945 he married Mary Lee
Bird of Akron, Ohio. They have a
son and a daughter. Hathaway was
elected to the 89th Congress in 1964.
Howard M. Foley, 38, is a native
of Bangor, where he now lives with
his wife and three children. He was
educated in the Bangor schools, Hig-
gins Classical Institute in Charleston.
earned his B. S. degree from the
University of Maine in 1952, and
was awarded his law degree by the
University of Virginia in 1955.
He has been a practicing attorney
in Bangor and an instructor of his-
tory and government at Husson Col-
THE COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, & musi
•
Friday, Oct. 14 8:00-12:00
OPEN
Saturday, Oct. 15 8:00-12:00
Dr. Donald Koehn
"Two Cheers for Black
Power"
Wednesday, Oct. 19 7:30-10:00
Piano Jazz & Blues
lege for 11 years.
Foley was assistant Penobscot
County attorney for two years, and
has been the County Attorney for
the past four. An Army veteran, he
also served in the Maine Air Na-
tional Guard and presently is in the
Air Force Reserve. He has been ad-
mitted to practice before the United
States Court of Military Appeals in
Washington.
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Poetry Hour presents
noted Wisconsin bard
At next week's Poetry Hour, Dr.
Chad IVz.Ish, chairman of the Eng-
lish Department at Beloit College in
Wisconsin, will read from his works.
Walsh has been writing poetry
since the age of ten, and the result
has been four collections: The Fac-
tual Dark, Eden Two-Way, The
Psalm of Christ, and The Unknow-
ing Dance. In addition, he NV aS a
co-founder of The Beloit Poetry
Journal. Walsh finds his greatest
pleasure in the works of T. S. Eliot
and Robert Frost, and claims that
these two poets have had the great-
est influence on his own work.
Walsh is a man of many interests,
but prominent among these is his
interest in Christianity. Spurning
what he has described as the "con-
stricting" and "ferocious" Christi-
anity of his boyhood, he was a typi-
cal agnostic. However, he mellowed,
and through the writings of Rein-
hold Niebuhr, T. S. Eliot, and C. S.
Lewis, he accepted Ch-istianity. In
1945, he was baptized into the Epis-
copal Church; four years later he
was ordained a priest.
He has written an introduction to
basic Christian theology, Stop Look-
ing and Listen; a confirmation man-
ual in the novel form, Knock And
Enter; and Campus Gods On Trial,
a book which probes the doubts of
college students and describes the
ideas which are substituted for faith.
He has authored such diverse pub-
lications as a college text on poetry,
a study of the anti-utopian novel, a
novel concerning adolescence, a bi-
ography of C. S. Lewis, and a chil-
dren's book.
A Southerner, Walsh attended the
University of Virginia. He did grad-
uate work at the University of
Michigan where he received a mas-
ter's degree in French and a Ph. D.
in English. Since 1945, Walsh has
taught at Beloit.
Detroit Symphony orchestra
begins music series on campus
by Terry McCann
The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
will open the university's Concert
Series next Monday, at 8 p. m.
The Detroit Symphony is con-
ducted by Sixten Ehrling and has
won international acclaim on its
Westward Ho !!!
TOPS THEM ALL ! ! !
Sherpa trim matched lapels and facings; cuffs;
pockets; front and back yoke. . . . garnished
with classy piped buttonhole tapes and matching
quilted lining. . . .
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Sizes: N. If, L
Open Fridays until 9:00
tours of the nation. In addition to
being the backbone to many of the
musical festivals in its own state, the
orchestra is the centerpiece for the
Worcester, Massachusetts, Music
Festival—the oldest in the nation.
This is director Ehrling's third
season with the Detroit Symphony.
Critics acclaim Ehrling's ability to
draw out everything possible from
the music and his musicians.
Tickets for the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra concert may be picked up
at 123 Lord Hall by showing I. D.
cards. Tickets will be available until
Oct. 17, and at the door.
Season subscriptions for the Con-
cert Series are available by writing
to Dr. Headley at Lord Hall, Cam-
pus.
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DeGrasse Jewelers
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University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
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dear
diary
Orono, Maine, October 13, 1966
Having it out with his maid, an absent-minded
bachelor in "The Journey of the Fifth Horse"
tries to protect his diary. The drama is the open-
ing of a new ETV series, and will be shown to-
morrow night.
Award-winning drama
opens N.E.T. playhouse
A greedy servant, a fussy day-
dreaming bachelor and a diary fall
in place to form the plot of the
award-winning play, "The Journey
of the Fifth Horse."
"N. E. T. Playhouse" presents the
play about Chalkaturin, a landowner
who dies young and leaves behind a
diary that tells the story of his life.
Chaulkaturin instructed his old
maid servant to burn the diary upon
his death, but the greedy servant
takes it to a publisher in hopes of
selling it. The publisher's chief read-
er is a bachelor whose life parallels
that of the man he is reading about.
"The Journey of the Fifth Horse"
was the winner of the Obie award as
the lest if Broadway play of the
1965-1966 season. It comes to tele-
vision with its original American
Place Theatre cast over ETV this
Friday, Oct. 14, at 8 p. m.
Later this month, a locally-pro-
The University Stores
"majoring in service"
Via the English Department . .
Dr. Chad. Walsh, renowned author and poet will be
on campus October 19 for a reading on his latest book . .
"The Psalm of Christ."
Have
during the
this book, and others of Dr. Walsh, autographed
day. His other books include:
"Door into Poetry"
"From Utopia to Nightmares"
"Campus Gods on Trial"
All available at your University Stores
MOOAPY 111 here! — Drop in and see him.'
Inc tlivrvtasrry STORES: owned and operated by the University of
Maine. for the University of Maine! Serving on the campuses of
Augusta, Auburn-Lewiston, Orono and Portland, and elsewhere
about the state as CEO needs expand!
duced program, "Where Do We Go
From Here," will discuss the educa-
tional and occupational opportunities
in Maine for high school students.
Associate Director of Admissions
at Eowdoin College Robert Mellow
is host for the program, which is
produced through a grant from the
federal Upward Bound programs at
Gorham State College, Bowdoin Col-
lege and the University of Maine.
The program is part of a Maine
ETV continuing series which offers
information to high school students
on jobs, careers, training programs,
and educational opportunities in
Maine. It will be presented next
Monday at 6 p. m. and repeated
again on Wednesday at 8 p. m.
Other programs for the week in-
clude "The Sport of the Week"
which will present college soccer
with Cornell meeting Harvard. This
will be shown tonight at 9 p. m.
NOTICE
The next meeting of the Maine
debating squad will be held Oct. 28,
at 3:10 in 305 Stevens hall. All in-
terested students are invited to at-
tend.
JOBS ABROAD GUARANTEED
ENGLAND
BRUSSELS: The Intl Student
Information Service, non-profit,
today announced that 1,000
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD
are available to young people
171/2 to 40,Year-Round and Sum-
mer. The new 34 page JOBS
ABROAD magazine is packed
with on-the-spoLphotos, stories
and information about your JOB
ABROAD. Applications are en-
closed. LANGUAGE-CULTURE-
FUN-PAY-TRAVEL. For your copy
send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,
133 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,
Brussels 6, Belgium.
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encouragement for education 
'Maine youngsters get head start on brain business
Starting in the fall, a new effort
will be made to encourage Maine
youngsters to attend institutions of
higher education. The program is
officially called the State of Maine
Talent Utilization Agency, and is
being operated with a S75.000-grant
from the Federal Office of Education
under the provisions of the Higher
/Education Act of 1965.
THE PROGRAM, under the di-
rection of former high school prin-
cipal and Associate Director of Ad-
missions Joseph Chaplin, is designed
primarily to reach youngsters early
in their school careers, in the sev-
enth and eighth grades, before they
become involved in non-college pre-
paratory courses.
In effect, the Talent Utilization
Agency ;s a response to Maine's
need for the development of its
youth's potential. It was prompted
in part by the statistics published re-
cently by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion that Maine is fifty-first in the
nation for numbers of high-school
graduates continuing their educa-
tion. To this purpose, the agency
seeks to motivate youngsters in all
Maine schools to further their edu-
cation, and to inform them of the
opportunities for financial aid.
BASICALLY, the program will
"identify academically capable boys
and girls at low enough grade levels
to encourage them to higher educa-
tion." In rural areas it will provide
• guidance facilities where there are
none, and in larger school systems
it will supplement existing guidance
facilities and help extend them to
lower grade levels where they are
often limited.
"Talent scouts" will talk to par-
ents as well as children, and to high
school and college dropouts as well
as those in the seventh and eighth
grades.
IN AN ATTEMPT to identify
the academically capable youngsters
it will use previous test information,
the opinions of teachers, and will
administer supplementary tests if
necessary.
One -; ;he additional jobs of the
Maine Talent Utilization Agency
will be to compile and publicize all
existing forms of educational assist-
ance available to all institutions of
higher education in the state.
COORDINATION and coopera-
tion are important facets of this
comprehensive effort to reach Maine
youth. Civic groups. P.T.A.'s, the
Maine Principals' Association and
guidance counselors will all be in-
volved in the effort to encourage
educational training after high
school and to make more financial
assistance available.
HAR VEE'S
RESTAURANT
135 S. Main St. Old Town
ITALIAN
SPAGH ETTI
and
MEAT
SAUCE
75c
Try our "Sloppy Joes"
with French Fries
— 40c —
Appointed as scholar scouts have
been Stanley M. Ferguson of Madi-
son, Donald M. Bruce of Orono and
Bert L. Pratt, Jr. of Caribou.
EACH SCHOLAR scout will be
responsible for a section of the state.
Ferguson %%ill work among schools
in Somerset, Knox, Lincoln, Sagada-
hoc, Kennebec and part of Franklin
counties; Saunders will be respons-
ible for the extreme western portion
of the state including Cumberland,
York, Oxford and part of Andros-
coggin counties; Bruce will work in
southern Penobscot, Hancock, Wal-
do and Piscataquis counties; and
Pratt will operate throughout Aroos-
took. Washington and northern
Penobscot counties.
Ferguson has 14 years of teaching
experience, including seven years as
a guidance counselor and one year
as a high school principal. A grad-
uate of the University of Maine in
1952, he is presently in the univers-
ity's graduate program seeking a
masters degree in education and
guidance. He worked for seven years
with the Devereux Foundation, an
organization aiding emotionally dis-
turbed children, and this past sum-
mer was program director of the
teacher aide institute at the univers-
ity.
Bruce graduated from the Uni-
versity of Maine in 1960 and re-
ceived a master's degree in educa-
tion, guidance, and counseling at the
university this year. He has taught
at Winterport, New Lebanon Central
School in Lebanon Springs, N.Y.,
notice
Frosh basketball tryouts will be
held Saturday, Oct. 15, at 10:00
a.m, in the Memorial Gym. Varsity
tryouts, 8:00 a.m.
Schuss down
to your
bookstore today
SKIING
is here!
Get set for the new season with
the only magazine that covers the
skiing scene like a blanket of
powder.
The mew October issue gives you
pre-season exercises to get you
in shape ...no holds barred test
reports of skis., value reports on
boots.. skiing news from New
Hampshire and Taos... survival
tips... fashion news...a roundup
of new ski area happenings and
lots more.
All in the October issue of
SKIING
JUST GOO AND ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
RATE—AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH
THE COLLEGE BOCKSTORE!
SKIING;17.
SKI TESTS Head • Fischer •Yamaha
FIS World Charnpionsalps M Porte°
Si., %nth LIS Taos • New Hampshire • Morocco
and at Old Town High School. From
1963-66 he was a teacher and sec-
ondary school coordinator at Old
Town High School.
Pratt graduated from the Univer-
sity of Maine in 1943, received his
master's degree in guidance and stu-
dent personnel administration at
Columbia University in 1960 and
has attended special workshops in
guidance at the University of New
Hampshire and Wisconsin. He is
presently working toward a Certifi-
cate of Advanced Study at the uni-
versity.
FROM 1957 to 1966 he was Di-
rector of Guidance at Caribou Nigh
School. He has previously been dean
of students at Maine Central Insti-
tute, Pittsfield; general field repre-
sentative for the American Red
Cross, Eastern Area; and director of
physical education and atlaleties at
Bucksport High School.
17' Lee-Pr-est Leens—now with permanent press
That $75 ski parka hasn't got a thing on $6 Lee-Prest Leesures. Those slacks
have the quality, the look and the long, lean tailoring that go great with anything.
And Lee-Pr6st Leesures have a new total permanent press that makes ironing a
thing of the past. Shown, Lee-Pre"st Leens in Bob Cat Twill fabric. In Loden.
Sand, Pewter and Black. Other Lee-Pr'est Leesures from $6 to $9. .
Lee-PROST4Leesu1'esH. DL.. Company, Inc., Kansas City, No. 64141. ALSO AVAILABLE 01 CANADA. KORATROMyr
Pogo $ix The Maine Campus
Survey shows drug use
not confined to beatniks
NEW YORK—Drug usage among
American teen-agers may not be as
widespread as some fear, but it is
not confined to the slums, or to a
small beatnik fringe.
According to a report in the
September issue of Seventeen
magazine, based on a survey
aimed at girls] from 13 to 20 from
every state:
—5.5% surveyed (close to one out
of every 18) have used drugs for
other than medicinal purposes at
least once;
—three out of 10 of these experi-
menters—one in every 61 girls
studied—are still using drugs;
—more than eight out of 10 of the
regular users smoke marijuana...
more than a third swallow pep
pills ...almost a third take LSD
—and most are involved with
more than a single drug;
—these girls have little difficulty in
securing drugs through illicit
channels.
Some college students take them
at exam time to keep awake for
all-night studying and some mis-
takenly believe dexedrine (a full-
fledged amphetamine) is free
from hazard.
One student, who had four finals
in three days, took "dex" to help her
stay awake to study, a friend re
ported. The result: "She thought she
wrote a brilliant economics exam ...
found out later that she had just
1. lbw come you've been getting
melt assisging computer dated'
I guess you haven't
seen my personality
questionnaire.
3. VW tike— ocarina.'
5 You mean to tell me
those great-looking girls
go for these tnings?
It's the last item that
really clinches It
2.. "Five foot two.
113 pounds.
Nearsighted."
4. "Like cucumber
aindwic.hes."
6. ''Stepping into swell job wfth
Equitable Life. Good Pay.
Fascinating work. Plenty of
chance to move up."
I think I'll see
Jane tonight. Suds
tomorrow and Fran
the day attar.
ir-Ir career cçpoitsmftleiu at Equitable, me your Placement Offioer, at
write to Patrick Scoltard, Manpower Development Divtsisn.
The EQUITABLE life Assurance Society of the United States
User 011oos 1184, hrs. of the AZOINICOL Now York. N t 10019 0 Igaltablb IAN
AA Loma Opposer*/ Itsplover,
scrawled a single sentence-1 am a
sugar plum fairy'—all over the blue
book."
Some girls, who find it difficult
to mix at a party, take pep pills to
get an exhilarating sense of hectic
involvement, the Seventeen article
states. Others pop a few into their
mouths before a date. One of these
girls reported a "frightening reac-
tion"—her mouth and neck locked
in a spasm, causing her to be hos-
pitalized. The same girl tried a re-
laxant before a date and later
"couldn't remember a thing that
happened all evening."
Most students who had tried
drugs fell into the category of
"fun users" and were fairly casual
about them. "My purpose in life
L s to experience as much pleasure
and the least amount of pain as
possible," said a I6-year-old.
For others, drugs answer an inner
need. "At times the world is just too
much,' one girl wrote. Another, de-
scribing several friends who takes
mescaline and marijuana regularly,
said: "With them it's not just a
healthy rebellion but a basic malaise
..,a feeling of helplessness, that
everything is wrong with their world
and there's nothing they can do
about it."
BIJOU
BANGOR
NOW PLAYING
THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
with
JULIE ANDREWS
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
YEAR'S BEST PICTURE
MATS. Wed., Sat., 2 p.m.
EVES. Nightly. 8 p.m.
Sundays, 7:30 p.m.
ALL SEATS RESERVED
GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE
FOR ALL SHOWS
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Summer Session
(Continued from Page Two)
In actuality, the session is a con-
tinuation of the education process.
It affords an opportunity for the
regularly-enrolled students to make
up work they have missed during
the regular school year, to accelerate
their programs in anticipation of an
earlier graduation, or to lighten
their work load and perhaps build
up their point averages.
Adults not engaged in formal
study or teaching may attend the
session for general cultural purposes.
The refreshing Maine climate par-
ticularly attracts those from urban
areas who would otherwise be dis-
tracted from studying in humid
metropolitan areas. For many out-
of-staters the Maine summer ses-
sion is the answer to combining va-
cation and studies. Among Orono's
important assets are a picturesque
campus, and a central location
smack in the middle of Maine's
tourist traps—Mount Katandin, Bar
Harbor, Boothbay, and innumerable
fishing spots.
Last summer, enrollment records
were again broken when 4,377 peo-
ple registered for courses at both the
Portland and Orono campuses. This
total was 502 greater than the sum-
mer of 1964, according to figures
released by Dean Mark R. Shibles,
Director of Summer Session.
The session consisted of four 3-
week sessions and three 6-week ses-
sions running concurrently, the
largest being the central 6-week ses-
sion during which 1,602 students
were enrolled.
Next summer session will operate ID
on a 3-6-3 week combination. In
previous years there has been a
heavy enrollment during two 6-week
sessions which were largely filled
with 1-0-1 freshmen. The discontin-
uation of this program next sum-
mer has changed the session ar-
rangement. Only a few basic courses
will be offered on a 6-6 week plan.
Courses are now being arranged
by department heads. Plans should
be finalized by December when the
new bulletin goes to press.
There is a certain uniqueness to
the summer session which many
students would otherwise not know.
There is the good feeling from
bumping heads with the older gen-
eration in classrooms and dining
halls—really communicating, under-
standing, and enjoying each other's
company. There is the casual dress
of both faculty and students.
What is perhaps the most inter-
esting change takes place in the
Den. During the regular sessions,
certain divergent groups are notice-
able in their standard seating ar-
rangements. With only a few mem-
bers of each group represented dur-
ing the summer, there is more
fraternizing among students. Idle
Den chatter gives way to more real
conversation and discussion.
For the student who is asking "Is
there a better way to go to school?"
there may be an answer. Think
summer!
the maine
CALENDAR
Thursday
Mathematics Club and Pi Mu Ep-
silon, a filmed talk, 130 Little
Hall 7:30 p.m.
Friday
MUAB Movie. "The Naked Spur,"
130 Little Hall, 25e, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
MUAB Dance, Main Lounge, 8
p.m.
Saturday
MUAB Movie, "Seven Faces of
Dr. Lao," 130 Little Hall, 25e,
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Monday
Record of the Week. "If You
Can Believe Your Eyes and
Ears," by the Mamas and the
Papas.
One O'Clock Concert Series.
Novilissima Visions Suite for
Orchestra, Hindesmith; Sym-
phonic Espagnole for Violin
and Orchestra, Lab; Recital ir
Hall, Lord Hall.
Tuesday
Poetry Hour, Chad Walsh, guest
poet, reading his own poetry,
Main Lounge, 4 p.m.
Wednesday
One O'Clock Concert Series,
Guerre Lieder, Schoenberg, Part
II, Recital Hall, Lord Hall
- STUDENTS -
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CLASS RINGS
by Herff Jones
has as its representative . . .
Skip Reynolds - Lambda Chi Alpha
See the Ring Display and order iron, Skip now —
Memorial Union Lobby
Tuesdays 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Thursdays 10 a.m.-12 M
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1 
everybody's
. doin' it . . .
by Cookie Wilcox
The first round of prelims are
upon us. This weekend's procrastin-
ating at U.N.H. will start to take its
toll...cutting classes...baggy eyes
from late night vigils and too many
cups of coffee...a permanent ridge
in the index finger from copying
illegible class notes. The night before
the prelim, the last minute gunners
blow the dust off their unopened
books that still have that bookstore
creak. The few industrious students
read over well-outlined notes and
with confidence drift into peaceful
sleep; the sleep the gunners will
miss. Wonder what you'll be doing
this week?
New pledges to Sigma Alpha
Epsilon are Chip Spender and Doug-
las Anderson.
Sigma Nu pledged John Richard-
son.
Sigma Phi Epsilon's new offi-
cers are Robert Sprague, Presi-
dent; James Ross, Vice President;
William Sawtelle, Secretary; and
Richard Fox, Recorder.
Whether you are alone or with a
date, you are invited to Gannett Hall
where there will be dancing from 8
until 12 Friday night.
Hoping for good weather, the
Maine Outing Club has planned a
trip to Bar Harbor this Saturday
where they will have a beginner
rock climb.
Bell-bottums and mini-skirts
will be the order of the evening
as SAE'S and their dates go mod
at a closed Carnaby Street party
this Saturday night. Music will be
provided by the Jesters.
This Sunday the French House is
holding a tea for the faculty from
2 to 4:30.
Benjamin Haskell, Sigma Phi
Epsilon gave a pin to Betty Ann
Coulton, Alpha Phi; Wanda Collins
to Jim Keithan, Sigma Nu; Barbara
Tucker to Wayne Grant, Sigma Nu;
Barbara Connoly to Skip Burrell,
Sigma Nu.
Peggy Carr, Dedham. Massa-
chusetts, wed to Paul Kenny, Phi
Mu Delta; Terry Langlois to
Frank Lesandowski; Elizabeth
Bell to Franklin Walter, Phi Eta
Kappa; Sue Guin to Mike Hodges,
Phi Eta Kappa.
regal
race
The Maine Campus
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Page Seven
Vaudevillian score reflects
plot structure of musical
Tickets are now on sale at the box
office of Hauck Auditorium for "An
Italian Straw Hat", opening October
18.
In 1851, the play was an immedi-
ate success at its Paris premiere.
Notable revivals have included per-
formances at the Comedie Francaise,
free adaptations by W.S. Gilbert,
and a character portrayal of Uncle
Bopaddy by Franklin D. Roosevelt
during his college years. Best known
score adaptations are by Gilbert,
Hoffman, and Cadou.
For the musical structure of the
Masque production, director Edgar
A. Cyrus has chosen the Andre
Cadou score. Cadou's score is corn-
posed of mid-nineteenth century
" French tunes, appropriate to the
period of the play. The musical
"numbers" in the play, however, are
not typical of present-day musical
Encircling the trophy one of them will
attempt to lug hack to the dorm are this
year's candidates for Homecoming Queen.
In the usual order, they are: Cookie Shaw,
Gretchen Harris, Judy Pturzcyki, Judy An-
derson, and Susan Derosier.
Trends, prejudice
(Continued from Page One)
important. I would hope that you
would ask for our opinions and sup-
port—we will actively and gladly
give them."
At the council's invitation, Dean
of Men John Stewart gave a brief
report regarding possible racial or
religious discrimination in fraternity
practices.
Stewart stated that two years ago,
during the preparation of the rather
infamous "Nolde Report", he wrote
to the national headquarters of each
fraternity on campus, inquiring
about the existence of any discrimi-
natory clauses.
At that time, Stewart reported,
only one national fraternity constit-
ution contained such a clause, and
this fraternity permitted local option
the local chapter could adopt or ig-
nore discriminatory clause.
no WASPS
"In the Twenties," the dean con-
tinued, " all the fraternities were
composed of white Anglo-Saxon
Protestants." But Stewart added that
Stop
Fiddlin'
Around...
Get up
and try
A
"Jumbo"
GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER 827-4277
Free delivery on all $3.00 orders
to his knowledge, there is no racial
or religious discrimination within
fraternities on campus at this time.
"We know of no student that has
been pledged by a local chapter and
depledged by the national chapter—
this is speaking only for fraternities,"
he stated. The dean explained he had
no information regarding racial or
religious discrimination among so-
rorities.
comedy. They are part of French
vaudeville popular at the time
Labiche and Marc-Michel wrote the
play, but have no relation to the
American vaudevillian rage in the
early twentieth century.
Modern musical comedy lyrics
frequently lend themselves to popu-
larity independent of the surround-
ing plot. In "An Italian Straw Hat",
however, the music and the plot are
interlocked. Songs belong solely to
their respective characters and dia-
logue blends into song. The music is
essentially an extension device for
the plot.
Cyrus has elaborated on the
Cadou score for the Masque produc-
tion. Originally written for piano
and violin, the score has been rear-
ranged by Alice Hartwell, student
musical director, to include an addi-
tional violin, an oboe, and a flute.
To The University Family:
There are some good homes for sale within commuting
distance of Campus. If you wish to buy or sell any type d
Real Estate, or build a home, write, phone or see
Richard C. Dolloff
41 Forest Avenue
Orono, Maine
Affiliated with Tibbetts Real Estate Agency
11 Central Street
Bangor, Maine
Telephones: Office 945-4574 - Residence 866-4123
"What Was
Hiroshima Like
le0110,When
the Bomb Fell?"
The prayers of Father Malcolm Boyd
are unlike any you've ever heard.
They're modern prayers, for modern
man. Troubled mart. Alienated man.
And they speak his innermost
thoughts, in his own language.
They're prayers about sex and the
bomb. Civil rights and mankind's
wrongs. Love and hate. And Auschwitz.
Guitarist Charlie Byrd's stunning
original accompaniment heightens
still further the dramatic Intensity of
each prayer on‘this unique LP.
And the effect is devastating.
As you'll hear In "What Was
Hiroshima Like, Jesus, When the
Bomb Fell?" "Blacks and Whites
Make Me Angry, Lord," "It Takes
Away My Guilt When I Blame Your
Murder on the Jews, Jesus," "This
Young Girl Got Pregnant. Lord.
and She Isn't Married" and 18
equally trenchant, equally carman.
Prayers like these don't happen
often. They ought to.
The Sound of Today
on COLUMBIA RECORDS!!
I maine campuseditorials
the usual trivia
The Maine Educational Television Network, with headquar-
ters here at the university, offers documentaries, dramatic per-
formances, and news analyses in addition to classroom-geared in-
structional programs and broadcasts aimed at special interest
groups.
But, there is evidently a large enough majority of students
who put their minds away with their books at night and monopolize
every television set on campus. They have a perfect right to do so
if they wish. But by the same token, those students wishing to
watch something more enriching than the usual trivia offered by
commercial stations should be able to do so.
ETV officials have offered the use of their studios to students
wishing to watch broadcasts, but they admit the studio is usually
locked and permission must be obtained from the campus police
to eater.
It is extremely unfortunate that a seeming majority are con-
tent to monopolize all available television facilities to watch the
stultifying outpourings now offered.
'Out it is still more unfortunate that those students wishing
to watch an educational television program should have to petition
the police to enter a locked office building after hours—especially
at a university that houses the educational network's headquarters.
The university should provide a television and a room specifi-
cally designed for watching ETV broadcasts. Such facilities are
long overdue.
unsung heroes
Established a year and a half ago, the Inter-Class Coordinat-
ing Committee on the outside appears to be similar to the con-
stitutional lame-duck amendment — dressy but meaningless.
A list of the committee members reads like a listing of Who's
Who on the University of Maine campus — the four class presi-
dents, the class advisers, a representative of each class, and Di-
rector of Student Services Robert Cobb.
Not one entertainment group, speaker, or dance has been
sponsored by ICC since its inception approximately a year and a
half ago. According to committee chairman George Clark, "We're
not looking for a project."
But, working behind the scenes, the ICC has spearheaded the
ideas for campus events such as the Simon and Garfunkel sellout
concert, the upcoming Judy Collins concert, and last year's grad-
uation ceremony on campus instead of in Bangor.
According to a committee memoranda: "With the growth of
the university, class officers with good intentions have had a ten-
dency to become very frustrated with the ever-narrowing scope of
class activities. This we feel has been caused by several factors,
some of which are: lack of communications between the four
classes, continued reliance on filling a social void on the campus
and a lack of an understanding as to the role a class should play
on an expanding university campus."
Art Mayo, adviser to the senior class, established the com-
mittee, using a similar system at the University of New Hampshire
as a model. "When I first came here, everyone was making the
same mistakes, and it didn't seem as if anyone knew what was
going on. Oh, maybe every once in a while the four advisers would
get together over a cup of coffee, but this wasn't enough."
George Clark became Class of 1967 president at the begin-
ning of his junior year. "I didn't know what was going on. Being
on that council gave me a chance to see how things were done. Be-
fore we started working together," he explained, "there was a pre-
ponderance of he same type of entertainment. We're trying to
branch out and have some classes sponsor folk groups, others rock
'n roll groups, and some more speakers."4
Stan Wentzel, Senate president, recalled, "it seemed to me
that the classes were competing or vying against each other for
entertainment. This led to poor quality. But ICC is giving the
classes a stronger position on campus."
A quick rundown on the council achievements shows that it
inspired the four classes to donate to the swimming pool fund as a
class gift, planted the idea for having the sophomore class donate
its proceeds from the Simon and Garfunkel concert to the pool,
raised the issue cf making the yearbook a university rather than a
junior class function, and is presently working on incorporating the
two-year agricultural and technical students into the mainstream
of campus life.
Not a bad record for the unusual on this campus: unsung
heroes.
the maine
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Par orlon
a hard day's night
Looking down at the rainforest of the Ivory Coast
from a height of 30.000 feet one night early last
month. I could set great black thunderclouds miles
below glowing incandescent, spitting back and forth
great sheets of lightning. About thirty minutes later
the plane touched down at Roberts Field, Liberia.
Roberts Field was a refueling stop on the way to
Dakar and thence on to New York, but for me—sud-
denly at 3:00 in the morning somebody else's time—
it was the end of the line.
A Liberian police officer came up the companion-
way and asked for me. Apparently, something was
wrong with a visa application I had made in New
York, and the Liberian officials were more than a
little suspicious.
After a frantic half hour I managed to talk my way
out of a Liberian jail cell, but, alas, one passanger too
many had boarded the plane and as a Pan American
employee travelling on a company pass, I was obliged
to give up my seat. I watched the monster jet clipper
scream down the rain-slicked runway without me,
although, as I learned to my dismay a few minutes
Izter, it carried off every bit of my baggage. The next
plane was due the following Sunday night. School
started on a Wednesday.
Someone gave me a lift through the pouring rain
for the quarter mile to the airport hotel, where I
groggily signed in, and headed off to my room to get
some sleep. After a ten minute struggle I literally
picked the lock to get into my room (the key didn't
work) only to discover that all the lightbulbs had
been stolen.
I roused the manager who insisted that I had foisted
his lightbulbs. but eventually the local Tom Edison
was hauled out of bed to remedy the situation.
Four o'clock in the morning and thirty odd hours
without sleep I yawned and took hold of the bath-
room doorknob. It wouldn't budge. Cursing. I opened
the windy: alongside and looked out. The bathroom
hadn't been built yet. Bougainvillea sprouted up on
the other side of the door, while surrealistically set
Speaking out
by Peter S. Taber
before the perfume-laden blossoms was a gleaming
porcelain john.
An hour of sleep later—six in the morning—I was
treated to a full repertorie of Liberian work songs.
Someone was building the bathroom.
I had such good luck with the Liberian telephone
system that after an hour or so of hilarious experi-
ment I actually got in touch with a contact—an
Austrian chemical researcher for the Firestone Rub-
ber Co.—who lived a mile down the road. We spoke.
or, rather shouted, for perhaps fifteen seconds before
some determined earthworm completed a task begun
by his long dead ancestors, and cut us off. Still, I met
my contact and he put me up for the rest of the week
which made life considerably more pleasant.
My departure from Liberia was hardly less un-
nerving as my arrival. Two of the Liberian govern-
ment's greatest sources of revenue are taxes and fines.
I failed to contribute to either. In the confusion of
my arrival, no one had informed me that I must pay
an airport tax. Consequently. I didn't. The fine was
8200.
At the airport, when I learned the news, I screamed
bloody murder; with visions before me of never get-
ting out I raved at the official about how angry the
great god Sam would be and pictured to him the land-
ing of thousands of marines on Liberian beaches. He
was unimpressed.
Bluff having failed I did the next best thing and
skipped the country. Slipping out the back of the air-
port building. I got a ride to my plane in the cab
of a gas truck. Casually, ever so casually, sauntering
on board, I went to the tail of the plane and locked
myself in the lavatory. When we were airborne I
came out and found a seat.
New York didn't treat me kindly when I first
arrived. With less than 48 hours until school began.
I spent four or five of them in the custody of the
Bureau of Immigration. In the end, however, my lack
of a departure stamp from Liberia was forgiven and
forgotten. A young Immigration Bureau officer
bought me a beer and set me loose in God's country;
I had arrived.
clear-sighted judgement
by John Huddleston
November eighth is the anniver-
sary of the great defeat of Barry
Goldwater. It is an occasion to be
observed with silent prayer, as are
all events in which our country has
been spared from tragedy. Our saga-
cious leader, Lyndon Johnson, van-
quished the man who would have
executed rash actions plunging us
into a third world war.
At that time Mr. Goldwater
wanted to send more troops to South
Viet Nam and raise our forces there
to 200,000 men.
"Unnecessary," retorted President
Johnson.
Goldwater proposed the use, in
Viet Nam, of such monstrous weap-
ons as napalm and gas.
"Inhumane," quoth Lyndon.
At one point the ex-senator
actually demanded we bomb the
Communist supply lines and the oil
storage areas at Hanoi and Haipong.
"Never," bristled Uncle Lyndon.
He was so illogical as to suggest
elections in South Viet Nam exclu-
sive of the Viet Cong.
"Absurd," snapped L.B.J.
And finally, he would have our
troops invade the demilitarized zone
at the seventeenth parallel.
"Poor judgment," growled the
President.
Luckily for Truth. Justice, and the
American Way, Lyndon Johnson de-
feated the villainous Arizonan. and
since then has carried out the war
with his own clear-sighted judgment.
Meanwhile, at 1601) Pennsylvania
Avenue. a slim young man with
black hair. wearing black-rimmed
glasses and smoking a long thin
cigar, walks into the east Presiden-
tial office.
"Yes, sir?"
The President takes a set of
papers from a well-stocked cabinet
and hands them to the young man.
"Bill, these are the morning press
statements on the war."
The young man scans to papers,
and, after a momentary hesitation,
"But aren't these more of Barry
Goldwater's old speeches?"
"Never mind. Just change the
dales and distribute them at the
11 a.m. briefing."
"Yes sir."
The President leans back in hit
chair, smiles, and closes the steel
doors to that well-stocked cabinet
whose front bears the legend;
VIETNAMESE WAR POLICY—
CONFIDENTIAL.
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letters
to the editor
poor timing
To the Editor:
In view of the planning and work
that has already gone into Home-
coming Weekend, I have but one
comment to make in regard to your
10 editorial in last week's Campus:
"That's gotta be a classic in poor
timing!"
Lucy
Editor's Note: In vies. of the time
and work that has already gone
into Homecoming Weekend, yet
which has produced a heretofore
unheard of apathetic response
among students, we had but one
comment we felt could honestly
be made: "That's gotta be poor
planning!"
•
takes involvement
To the Editor:
Real school spirit can not be in-
stilled artifically by rallies, campus
mayors, cheerleaders, athletic victor-
ies; it takes student involvement with
the university. Through this involve-
ment comes identification and love.
But how can one identify with a
place that allows, by administrative
fiat, large scale and abrupt tuition
increases; elimination of a reading
period before finals; overcrowding
of living, studying, schooling, eating
and playing areas?
How can one love a place which
allows its students to be exploited by
its book store, shortchanged educa-
tionally because of too large classes
and overworked professors, and
treated like morons in matters of
drink and sex?
If students were allowed to shape
their lives here instead of being
treated like cattle, maybe they could
rise above dejection and apathy.
Man, give us something to cheer
about!
JRR
•
down to earth
To the Editor:
To the high flying idealists who
continually weep and complain about
the severe lack of so-called spirit at
this University I say, "Come down
to earth!" Why you expect a student
body to act like characters in a fairy
tale and worship some godmother
named spirit more than any other
comparable institution amazes us.
What you're fighting is one of the
DAVIS DRUG
STORE
Old To..n
.: Better Ladies' Cosmetics :.
Revlon Max Factor
Helena Rubenstein
Du Bury Dorothy Gray
Clairol Shulton
Farberger Dana
Lanvan Arex
Caron
— Men's Cosmetics —
Jade East Cricket
English Leather Canae
Old Spice Jean Nate
Revlon (That Man)
strongest elements that exists-human
nature. When roughly five thousand
people in the same age bracket are
confined in geographic desolation,
certain inherent behaviorisms are in-
evitable. What you do not realize is
that one of these human traits is
genuine spirit, not the childish games
originating from Captain Kangaroo.
The strongest and most natural
form of spirit is enthusiasm and it
will naturally be felt and exhibited
by every person without his neces-
sarily taking part in immature dem-
onstrations led by a few idealists.
The best way which "us kids'" can
show our spirit is by physically being
at games.
Genuine enthusiasm should not be
a responsibility. Rather it should be
allowed to come out in whatever
natural form an individual desires;
physically or mentally.
Idealists, sit back, calm your
nerves and try thinking of what real
spirit is and then observe how much
of it does exist at the University of
Maine.
Roger Price
William Gill
Michael Gilbert
•
starving world
To the Editor:
A boy at my table had six rolls on
his plate. When he returned his tray,
he also returned three of those six
rolls. I know that you have all heard
this before, but please remember that
millions of people all over the world
are starving. Thank you very much.
F. DeRosa
UNITED BAPTIST
CHURCH
Old Town
REV. JOHN L THOMAS
Pastor
Sunday
9:30 A.M. Sunday School
10:45 A.M. Worship Service
7:00 P.M. Evening Service
Transportation — Marked
Cars at Bus Stations on
College Avenue at 9:15
and 10:30
GUYS..
We
Have
A Large
Selection
of Electric
Razors
theln at . .
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NORTH MAIN OLD TOWN
Mainea
better not to get involved
It all began just a couple of weeks
after the semester started. No one
noticed then because she just came
in drunk every night. So what if she
was a lush? That was good for a
couple of laughs.
But then she ran screaming into
the dorm and locked her three
roommates out. That was pretty
poor. And she broke all of the mir-
rors and Sally's party favor. The
roommates moved out when it hap-
pened the third time. What a
screamer she was!
She was all right when she wasn't
drinking, but that wasn't too often.
She even punched Cheryl once. They
started to tell, but then decided to
avoid her. Better not to get involved
in any trouble. She'd get caught
pretty soon anyway.
Mary spent hours in that room
trying to help. She'd pour out all of
her troubles, and Mary would nod
and say. "You really have a prob-
lem. You should try to straighten
yourself out" or "That's really ter-
rible."
by Phyllis Mayo
But after a while, Mary stopped
trying. She wasn't doing any good
and besides, she was getting violent.
The campus authorities found her
wandering around nude in the Uni-
versity forest one night. They had
been searching for four hours.
The housemother called a dorm
meeting. Had anyone had the slight-
est inkling that something was
fishy?"
The dorm spokesman smiled
smugly, "We always knew that it
was going to happen."
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"NATURAL' Shapers
by
Mid
If you're looking
for something to wear,
Come on up and
we'll pay the fare.
THE WINNER OF THIS
AD IS ENTITLED TO
2 BRAS AND 1 GIRDLE
AS ADVERTISED
USE YOUR COED
CHARGE ACCOUNT
NEW "LIGHT-ON-LIGHT" CONTOURS YOU NATURALLY
Shaped with soft, fluffy KODELe Fiberfill ... only $250
Perfect for Slightly Minus and Average Figures
The newest miracle ... soft-spun, fluffy fiberfill contours this bra.
Its lighter, livelier, whiter and so delicious on. Will never bunch,
shred or mat —and remains remarkably buoyant and "natural"
for the life of the bra. The entire bra, (except Spandex
elastic back and strap ends) is designed in a new fabric
— dacron, nylon and cotton. So, it washes and dries in seconds
(use your machine — it's fine). Lovely looking, lovely wearing —
you'll float through the day ... "naturally".
Style 3253— A cup 32 to 36; B and C cups 32 to 38
FIBERS: Dacron polyester, nylon, cotton—ELASTIC: acetate, cotton, Spandex.
NEW FLOATING ACTION S-T.R.E-T-C-H PANTIES!
Lightest weight control with "natural" shaping action.
Less than 2 oz, of lightweight control thanks to bare
Vyrene Spandex. The Floating Action stretch seam controls
in front, shapes in back. Machine washatle ... machine oryable.
*: 22 1 I In Panty, Brief, Longleg and Longest Leg from $5.00
Longleg as illustrated $5.95. FIBERS: Nylon and Span&
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 NORTH MAIN ST.
1,a4t Week's Winner — Linda R. Holbrook
OLD TOWN
CHEVROLET
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Art department displays
works of Muench, Erni
by Jane O'Neill
An exhibit of oil paintings and
color lithographs are on display in
separate corners of the campus this
month. John Muench's oils may be
view ed in the lobby of Hauck Audi-
torium, while the lithographs of
Hans Erni hang in the Print Room
of Carnegie Hall.
Erni's exhibition comes directly
from Switzerland, making the uni-
versity the springboard of its Amer-
ican tour. Erni's fame was estab-
lished during World War II when
his posters and advertising designs
became known by collectors
throughout the world. In the Unit-
ed States, he is praised as a com-
mercial and graphic arts designer
for medical and technical journals.
Erni seems to have several basic
subjects for his lithographs. He de-
signs horses in whirlwing action, as
represented by "Horse Black Pa-
per." In much the same style, he
has executed illustrations for "Terre
Promise D'Afrique." Several of
these lithographs of African natives
are included in the display. His se-
rene nudes, done in subdued tones,
offer a contrast to the horses and
Africans.
"Three Graces," as its title sug-
gests, is one of these more low-
keyed works. Another subject, pre-
sented in a tender, non-violent man-
ner, is concerned with the mother
and child. There are four mother-
and-child lithographs on display.
Muench's works are of a much
different character. Bold, solid
masses of color congregate on his
canvasses. One of Maine's most out-
standing artists, many of Muench's
works are of his state.
Muench's exhibit seems to con-
centrate on two subjects—the Maine
coast and the city and its machines.
"Night, Storm, and Island" and
"Sea Forms" are two coastal paint-
ings. Those typical of the city in-
clude "House on East Twelfth
Street" and "Metropolitan Con-
struction."
A winner of many awards,
Muench now holds a teaching posi-
tion at the Rhode Island School of
Design. He had a one-man iummer
exhibit in Puerto Rico this year.
Both exhibits will close at the end
of October. Then all that will re-
main of these two impressive and
totally distinct exhibits will be those
various works which belong to the
university's permanent collection.
This is Camaro,
buckets and all.
Camaro Sport Coupe with style trim group you can add.
All standard—Strato-bucket seats. Carpeting.
Rich vinyl upholstery. A 140-hp Six or a
big-car V8 (210 hp'), depending on model.
New safety features like dual master cylinder
brake system with %.r.'arning light.
Whatever else you want, ask for!
Camaro Rally Sport—Pull the
swnch -on- and headlights appear
at each end of the full-width
grille. You also get special exterior
trim and RS emblems Then order
the Custom Interior, something
else again
••••• 110•11111.11
Camaro SS 350—Besides Camarei
biggest V8 (295 hp!). SS 350
comes with a scoop-styled hood,
bold striping around grille, big,
fat red stripe tires. Add Rally Sport
equipment, too. Camaro's your,
idea of a car!
Command Performance
Camaro
the Chevrolet you've been waiting for
rEverithing new that could happen... 
happened! Now at your Chevrolet dealer's1
all
afloat
Aiming for sweeter sewers and drastic
drainage changes, construction workers
have set up shop on the banks of the Still-
water. A hack-hoe gone nautical gave rise
to the rumor that Cleopatra's caboose had
somehow drifted downstream.
African student blasts
university's lethargy
The experience of getting first-
hand knowledge of other countries
and an insight into their cultures
evidently has no appeal for the
American college student. Or at least
not at the University of Maine.
When asked if students were
aware that membership in the In-
ternational Club is unrestricted,
president Harold Sobantu replied:
"Well, yes and no. Those who
realize say they don't know anything
about those countries so why should
they go and make fools of them-
selves? And those who don't know,
don't even bother. They just exist."
The club's function is to foster
understanding between the varied
nationalities present on campus and
to provide a source for American
viewpoints about "some of the things
that confuse us, like Viet Nam and
school habits."
Harold stressed the importance of
communication between foreign and
American students. "There are some
foreign students who only know the
WEEKEND MOVIES
Friday, October 14
THE NAKED SPUR
James Stewart - Janet Leigh
130 urru HALL
25#
Saturday, October 15
SEVEN FACES
OF DR. LAO
l'or” Randall - Barbara Eden
government of Bangor. When they
go back home, they won't know any-
thing about Bogolusa or the people
of Washington County unless they
can get an American to tell them."
He described the International
Club at the University of Buffalo in
New York. "They have a room, sort
of a library, where students can get
coffee for a nickel. Since the coffee
is cheaper there than anywhere else
on campus, American students come
in contact with the foreign students
and their literature."
In order to combat student lethar-
gy, the club is trying to merge with
the International Relations Club. "I
don't see why they are two different
clubs anyway," Harold asserted.
Plans for this year's program in-
clude a trip to Bowdoin to meet with
its International Club, an exhibit in
the Memorial Union displaying ob-
jects from various cultures, and
panel discussions between African
students on Pan-Africanism, between
Latin Americans on their problems,
and between Americans defending
or denouncing democracy.
The highlight of the year is the
International Dinner at which each
foreign student cooks a native dish.
"Unfortunately," Harold mourned,
"they haven't allowed us to have
Tequila yet."
UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN
• 50 Modern Deluxe Units
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV and Telephone
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Restaurant • Coffee Shop
RESERVATIONS
Call 207-8664921 Orono
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Young comments
(Continued from Page One)
have their regional education pro-
gram in operation within another
year.
THE NECESSITY for develop-
ing a program of this caliber lies in
the fact that "Southeast Asia is an
important part of the world," the
President said, "where there are lots
of people, a considerable amount
of land, but few people with train-
ing." He pointed out that Laos, for
example, has only 3 PhD's to its
credit.
Assessing the social climate of
Southeast Asia, Young mentioned
sensitivity to colonialism and the
problems of unifying people of di-
vergent traditions as major sore
spots. The fact, for example, that
northern Filipinos are predomi-
nately Roman Catholic while those
from the south are Moslems leads
to tremendous problems, he pointed
out.
TRIBAL RIVALRIES and tabues
must also "be understood and taken
into consideration," he added.
Comparing his recent visit with
thew* made at various other times,
Young said he was impressed with
the "tremendous changes overtaking
these countries in terms of housing
and prosperity," and with the "cal-
iber of people" and at "how hard
they work."
just
checking
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US astronaut Garriott
IN" will be IEEE speaker .
Student scholars seem more serene
these days, knowing that the source ma-
terial for next month's term paper isn't
being snuck out in someone else's rain-
coat while they study. Library officials re-
port that encyclopedia theft rates are
down considerably from this summer when
a complete set of the Brittanica disap-
peared in a week.
Aubert Hall houses unusual
lattice-like vacuum apparatus
New fuels for rocket ships, a new
type of anesthetic or a possible can-
cer combatant—work in all these
fields is big news today, but it is
hard to visualize the painstaking re-
search and minute detail that goes
into even one phase of the study
which could result in a breakthrough
in any of these fields.
Such work is going on at the uni-
versity through the use of an uni-
usual-looking glass high vacuum
system devised by Dr. Charles Russ,
assistant professor of chemistry.
Dr. Russ, who designed the
vacuum system while working for
his doctorate at the University of
Pennsylvania. came to Orono lasL
year.
His system consists of a series of
various-sized test tubes controlled by
a series of 35 stopcocks. They are
attached to lattice-like supports
anchored in an eight-foot square
wooden frame. A mechanical vacu-
um pump is used to produce a high
vacuum in the tube system to allow
the transportation of gasses from an
outside container into the tubes. The
entire system operates much like a
highway with road blocks.
The objective of the apparatus.
according to Dr. Russ, is to prepare
new chemical compounds and study
their properties in hopes of learning
what holds the atoms in the mole-
cules together. When studying silicon
arsenic compounds in this manner it,
is conceivable that anti-cancer agents
could be found; other silicon com-
pounds may have desirable proper-
ties of viscosity, vapor pressures or
heat capacity to serve as a lubricant
or heat transfer medium in space
vehicles.
notice
MUAB Movies this weekend will
be shown in Little Hall at 7 and
9:30 p.m.
MAN-POWER
DEODORANT
MANNICER
DEODORANT
„, ek,rdyeur
Nothing stops odor better for a man!
ANTI-BACTERIAL. That's why it works! Man-Power stops odor be-
cause it stops the bacteria that cause odor. And keeps them stopped,
24 man-hours a day! It's a fact! Nothing stops odor better for a man!
BY THE MAKERS OF OLD SPICE
This weekend the New England
Regional Conference of the Student
Branches of the IEEE will be held
on campus. The highlight of the
Friday evening banquet will be the
guest sneaker, United States Astro-
naut Dr. Owen K. Garriott. Garriott
will speak on the opportunities for
scientific participation in the manned
space program. He holds a PhD in
electrical engineering at Stanford
University.
The two-day meeting represents
several changes in the concepts of
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers) conventions.
Previously the conventions have
been held in the Boston area. At one
of these regional meetings it was de-
cided that the IEEE should broaden
their meeting base and hold the con-
ventions in different areas. A con-
vention had never been here so it
was a logical choice.
Another change has been in the
number of delegates. Until now,
each school was allowed one dele-
gate and one advisor. This year's
convention invites ten delegates in-
cluding the advisers from each of
the twenty-one participating schools.
Twenty schools ere invited from the
region and a special invitation has
been issued to the University of New
Brunswick. Three companies will
be displaying exhibits at this conven-
tion. General Radio Company of
Concord. Mass., and Hewlett-Pack-
ard of Palo Alto, Calif., will stage
exhibits of the latest electronic ap-
paratus. Bell Telephone Company
will offer a space exhibit in connec-
tion with their part in the space pro-
gram.
The banquet, meetings and dis-
cussions are open only to members
of the IEEE but the exhibits may
be viewed by all students Friday
afternoon on the first floor of Bar-
rows Hall.
notice
The Women's Athletic Association
is sponsoring a field hockey game
Saturday. October 22, at 9:45 A.M.
It will be a fun-type game between
the undergraduates rnd the AlomoL
Anyone wishing to participate please
report to the Women's athletic field
Saturday morning by 9:30.
notice
The Mathematics Club and Pi Mu
Epsilon, honorary mathematics fra-
ternity, will present a filmed talk.
Oct. 13, 7:10 p.m.. 130 Little Hall.
The talk will feature R.H. Bing,
chairman, math department. Uni-
versity of Wisconsin.
sAl CiU9
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
Take-Out Service
Ample Free Parking
STATE STREET, VEAZ1E TEL 9454500
• --W.-7.
•
*4•11:••
••:.•*
SAki- • 74
..t • •
. .
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VIKING VEST . . . $19.95
; Line up the ice boats,'---
I' get set, anything
,-/ goes. It's that sort
of thing. Impulsive.
Uninhibited. A
mite reckless. But,
t.„ confoundingly
d *-. sure of where
....--... it's bound.
, '•dit‘;
•. •
)1.)t-,-• •
sTne4%
A. J. GOLDSMITH
10 NO. MAIN—OLD TOWN
A COMPLETE STORE WITH EVERYTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS
CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR - UNIFORMS
FORMAL WEAR RENTAL - SPORTING GOODS
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from the porch
Moving from the piazza to a West Coast night spot
members of the Back Porch Majority give their all. Their
founder praises the group's "uproarious sense of humor,
combined with a musical style all their own." Students will
sample the "Porcher's" fare on Homecoming Weekend.
maine's
wanderer
After mind-wandering through
some college newspapers that come
into the Campus office, it seems that
Maine does not have any unique
complaints in any area. Students in
all colleges and universities are com-
plaining about their bookstores or
the cut system or the administration
not giving them enough responsibil-
ity.
The student Senate seems to be
unpopular not only at Maine but also
at the University of Connecticut
"Lord Alfred" in his column in the
Connecticut Daily Campus has a few
rather neat words to say about U-
Conn's Senate. Examples are "Soon
there will be an election for class of-
ficers. Lord Alfred recognizes the im-
portance of all campus politics since
There's a World of Challenge
for You at USM
The challenge of putting your ideas to work to ensure a better,
more productive tomorrow.
Here, where the country started, in a pleasant seaside community
on the North Shore of Boston, USM engineers, chemists and physi-
cists translate ideas into reality — create mechanical and chemical
systems used by practically every major industry in the country as
well as in outer space.
USM offers rewarding career opportunities within minutes of
unparalleled facilities for advanced degree work.
A few of the areas in which broadly-diversified world-wide USM
is active are illustrated. Ask your Placement Director for more com-
plete information.
Automatic and semi-automatic
machinery systems for the
footwear and other major in
Adhesives and finIshes for
hundreds of industrial appli-
cations.
Macoan:ca, ror the
Sealants and Coatings for
home and industry.
USM
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Electronic component insert-
ing systems, precision parts
and resistor encapsulations.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
United Shoe Machinery Corp.
BEVERLY. MASSACHUSETTS
An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF
nancee tancredi
the accomplishments of the Senate
have been amazing over the years.
Just a quick look at their record over
the past twenty years would fill a
volume of at least one page of triple
spaced pica type with 4-1/4 inch mar-
gins on each side and 5-1/2 inch mar-
gins on top and bottom." Such a
volume would certainly be interest-
ing to read. I wonder if the accom-
plishments of Maine's Senate would
fill such an equally lengthy book?
The Spectrum of the University of
New York at Buffalo ran an article
on "The Gap." The gap is between
generations and the lack of com-
munications mainly between our
generation and that of our parent.
This topic is not new, it's been dis-
cussed for generations; however we
think that our generation is unique.
"We have never lived in a time of
peace, and have been raised with nu-
clear destruction. We were born into
a society more affluent than any
other in history, and yet more filled
with unrest. All this, plus the new
sexual and personal freedom for
youth, and the discovery of the
"mind-expanding drugs" have made
the framework that explained the ac-
tions of other generations obsolete
from ours.
"There is, for example, our popu-
lar music. How can this generation
possibly explain it to people who
think that Bob Dylan is our Frank
Sinatra? How can we communicate
the difference between the Mills
Brother singing "Glow, Little Glo-
Worm," and the Beatles singing
"Eleanor Rigby" to a generation that
believes popular music is to be
danced to, not listened to? And so
they don't listen to it, and would
probably be very surprised not to
mention shocked—to learn that
''Eight Miles High" means some-
thing ... and that "I Can't Get No
Satisfaction" did not become number
one on the hit parade just because it
had a good beat and the Rolling
Stones have long hair.
"For the first time young people
are beginning to identify themselves
not as part of a family or a country,
but as an international collectivity,
differing in viewpoint from the older
generation. The usual line, of course,
is lu_st wait—you're young now, but
you'll be just like us when you're
older.' Will we? Perhaps not ..."
CLASSIFIED
All cla‘sifieds must be prepaid. Pay-
ment and copy must be received by
Monday noon of the week of publi-
cation. Rates: 75c for the first 25
words or part thereof; Sc for each
additional word.
FOR SALE: 1961 VW Convt.
Top shape with new paint, top,
shocks, valves. Radio. Good
tires. Asking $740. Call 422-6489.
FOR SALE: HIDABED—Sim-
mons—$25. Also new Emerson
radio-table mode 1—$15. Call
866-2286.
Tiger kittens to give a‘s,iy. Rol',.
poly and already house-broken.
Will deliver. Call 827-4580.
MUM CORSAGES
For Homecoming $1 tax incl.
ORDER NOW
A. Norton 866-3378
EARN EXTRA MONEY'
Positions now open for waiters.
Hours can be arranged. No ex-
perience required. Interested stu-
dents call Chuckwagon Restau-
rant, between 5:30-8:00 p.m.
Only 20 minutes from campus.
Good pay plus tips.
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